




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Contradiction in the Motto “Good-Neighbor 
and Concord” of North China 
Transportation Company
KIKUCHI Shunsuke
　The North China Transportation Company was a representative national 
policy company in the territory of North China during the Japanese occupation. 
The motto of the company was “Good-Neighbor and Concord”, as several 
Japanese and Chinese nationals were working together in the organization. 
This article focuses on the North China Transportation Company as a typical 
case study to understand the actual circumstances of the Chinese society 
under Japanese occupation, especially the friction between Japanese and 
Chinese.
　The company set up the Staff Society with only Japanese members initially 
but gradually prepared to accept Chinese employees as well. However, some 
Japanese members refused to include Chinese employees in the Staff Society. 
This was either due to a fear of friction between the two sets of employees or 
to keep the Japanese supremacy intact. Besides, discrimination and violence 
to Chinese employees occurred in the workplaces. In addition, Chinese 
employees faced discrimination and violence in the workplace and 
experienced hostilities to their Japanese counterparts. In the last few years of 
the second Sino-Japanese War, due to a dearth of Japanese labor forces, the 
North China Transportation Company intensified its dependence on Chinese 
employees. Under these circumstances, Chinese employees began to claim 
equal status.
　This article also makes observations of the official magazines of the Staff 
Society. On the one hand, Japanese magazine Koa conveys the problems of 
the Japanese employees. On the other hand, the Chinese magazine Xin Lun 
indicates how the company controled Chinese employees to make them 
compliant in the organization.
